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Abstract 
The optical remote sensing data is often providing two-dimensional spectral information, but airborne laser scanner (ALS) provides 
three-dimensional vegetation structure data. Combining the spectral responses and structure vegetation information could be more 
useful to estimate forest attributes compared to using only one of data sources. In a small case study in the south western of 
Germany, the TM and ALS data was investigated for plot-level volume estimation using regression tree-based method of random 
forest (RF) and boosting regression tree (BRT). The volume per hectare of 411 field plots were calculated using DBH and height of 
trees. The plot base of height statistics and canopy cover images were extracted from ALS data corresponding to grid cell size of 
TM images and plots. The TM data using orthorectified CIR image was georeferenced by image-to-image registration methods. 
The proper vegetation indices, tasselled cap, and principal components were generated on the TM bands. The RF and BRT were 
examined using a bootstrap learning method on the independent data sets of TM, ALS and combined images. The performances of 
implementations were examined using relative RMSe and Bias measures. Results showed that employing the BRT using combined 
ALS and TM data sets could produce more performance with RMSe of 40.56% compared to 42.93% for RF. Combining TM and 
height-based ALS data could also predict the most accurate volume with 40.56% RMSe than using only one of them with 42.76% 
and 52.82% RMSe respectively. 
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1. Introduction  
Although tree stem volume is generally estimated using ground based measurements, however, a large number of 
studies have demonstrated the capacity of using remotely sensed data for this purpose [6]. Combining the field data 
with remote sensing data can be used to map the continuous attributes of forests by classification or regression 
methods. The optical satellite imagery is often providing two-dimensional information and presenting reflectance 
responses of canopy cover surface. However, airborne laser scanner (ALS) provides three-dimensional vegetation 
height and cover structure data. Lidar data provide accurate measurements of forest canopy structure in the vertical 
plane however; current lidar sensors have limited coverage in the horizontal plane [14]. Several studies (Naesset [30]; 
[31]; [32]; Means et al [27]; Holmgren [13]; Maltamo et al. [21]; [22]; [23]; Andersen and Breidenbach [2]; Hollaus et 
al [12]; Dalponte et al [6]; Breidenbach et al., [3]) have indicated that essential forest attributes such as mean height, 
basal area and stand volume can be predicted using ALS data. Although laser scanning is such a hot topic at recent 
decades, the usefulness of spectral images should not be forgotten. There are many researches, which show the ALS 
data is not suitable when it use individually [37] for forest attributes estimations and classifications. In other hand, in 
many studies (Fiorella and Ripple [9]; Gemmell [11]; Makela and Pekkarinen [20]; Huiyan et al [16]; Sivanpillai et al 
[36]; Mohammadi et al [28]) capabilities of optical imagery were investigated for stand volume estimation. In most of 
studies, results were not acceptable for accurate forest attribute estimations due to they are relatively insensitive to 
canopy height. Consequently, combining the optical aerial or satellite images with ALS data showed that have being 
more useful in forest attribute estimations ([12]; [14]; [15]; [37]; [19]). In other hand, parametric regression models 
from simple to multiple, linear or non-linear have been popular methods ([36]; [16]; [28]) in estimation of forest 
attributes using remote sensing data. However, using the non-parametric methods have been showed better results for 
forest attribute estimations ([26]; [20]; [35]) due to their flexibility and ability to describe nonlinear dependences. One 
of the most advantages of non-parametric methods is that they are free assumption of any given probability 
distribution. By the way, the observations are assumed independent of each other [35]. The decision tree algorithms 
and their variants such as random forest (hereafter RF) and boosting regression tree (hereafter BRT) are two famous 
and most used algorithms for estimation and classification purposes. 
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The RF is an extension of classification and regression tree (CART) methods [4]. The RF can be used for regression-
type problems to predict forest continuous dependent variable ([8]; [3]; [15]; [38]) and classification problems to 
predict categorical dependent variable ([40]; [39]). In regression problems, the RF is an arbitrary number (ensemble) 
of simple trees (subset from independent variables) which, are used to vote their responses be combined (averaged) to 
obtain an estimate of dependent variable. The data and variables can be randomly sampled in an iteratively bagging 
bootstrap sampling to generate a forest of regression trees. The predictions of the RF are taken to be the average of the 
predictions of the trees. The distance between target and reference units is calculated as one minus the proportion of 
trees (terminal nodes) from all regression trees, where a target sample is in the same terminal node as a reference 
sample [4]. Three useful properties of RF are internal error estimates, the ability to estimate variable importance, and 
the capacity to handle weak explanatory variables [39].  
The BRT is a combination of statistical and machine learning techniques and an extension of CART, a promising 
technique used in ecological modelling [1]. Over the past few years, this technique has emerged as one of the most 
powerful methods for predictive data mining ([29]; [1]). The BRT combine the strengths of two algorithms: regression 
trees, models that relate a response to their predictors by recursive binary splits, and boosting, an adaptive method for 
combining many simple models to give improved predictive performance [7]. It is one of which several techniques 
aim to improve the performance of single models by fitting many models and combining them for prediction [33]. In 
boosting trees module will compute a weighted "additive" expansion of simple regression trees. The specific weight 
with which consecutive simple trees are added into the prediction equation is usually a constant, and referred to as the 
learning rate or shrinkage parameter.  
This study will compare two decision tree based regression algorithms i.e. (RF) and (BRT), for plot-level forest 
volume estimation using height and intensity statistics metrics data derived from aerial laser scanner (ALS) and 
spectral optical Landsat -TM data as combined and single data form.  
 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Study area and Forest inventory data 
This study was achieved in the municipal forests around the city of Waldkirch, south-western of Germany. This area is 
comprised an about 1200 ha and is a managed and mixed hardwood and softwood forest with dominant species like 
Fagus sylvatica, Picea abies, Abies alba, Pseudotsuga menziesii and Acer pseudoplatanus [3]. The species–specific 
volumes data of 411 permanent plots were received from database of Waldkirch forest that took place in 2002. The all 
plots were comprised from four concentric circle plots with radii of 2, 3, 6 and 12 m plots and were positioned on the 
intersection of a 100*200 sample grid. Tree characteristics were recorded within plots consisting of all trees with a 
diameter at breast height (DBH) greater than 7, 10, 15 and 30 cm, within the 4 circle plots, respectively. Single tree 
volumes were calculated using volume functions of the Baden-Wurttemberg state forest service [3]. Four radius-
specific weighting factors were then applied on the volumes to scale them to per-hectare values.  
 
2.2 ALS and TM Data 
The ALS data was acquired in 2002 by the state surveying office for the entire state of Baden-Wurttemberg using 
Optech ALTM 1225 laser scanner. The one meters resolution digital elevation model (DTM) and digital surface 
models (DSM) were extracted from ALS data using the TreesVis software ([41]). By considering two meters height 
breaks for cover calculation, height and intensity statistics metrics including elevation metrics, elevation percentiles, 
variance, Skewness and mean of height data were computed in 30 meters grids equal to sample plots size using Fusion 
software [25]. In addition, a canopy cover map was derived trough counting the number of return pulses greater than 
height break (2 meters) divide on total return pulses in 30 meters grid cells.  
A small window of study area was selected from full frame of Landsat-TM image acquired on 13 August 2003. The 
images were co-registered to an orthorectified CIR aerial photo using some tie points and DTM with RMSe of 0.79 
pixels. The tasselled cap transformation [ 5] and the standardized principal components analysis (PCA) were applied 
on the TM data to get some suitable compacted components. In addition, was applied on the images. Some vegetation 
indices in quantifying the vegetation attributes and enhancing the biophysical characteristics were generated using TM 
images. Spectral values of main and artificial TM bands corresponding to locations of plots were extracted using 
sample function in ArcGIS. 
 
2.3 Training and test data proportion 
In statistic analyses, all training, test and validation data sets should be representative of the data that will be applied 
[17]. It leads to cover variability of existing characteristics of studied variables and expecting to have a doubtless 
validation result [18]. So, the samples were sorted based on their volume values as ascending, then the test and 
training samples were randomly and iteratively selected and partitioned to two training (66%) and test (34%) parts 
(table 1), i.e. two for training and one for test.  
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of volume/ha in filed data in total, training and test plots 
Descriptive statistics Total Training Test 
Mean 415.3309 414.0766 417.8394 
Standard Deviation 222.77897 222.2211 224.6869 
Minimum 11 11 12 
Maximum 1089 1087 1089 
Count 411 274 137 
 
2.4 BRT and RF implementation  
The good performance of BRT is depending on regularizing the boosted trees options and stopping tree growing 
parameters. For boosted tree options, the shrinkage rate as specific weight for single tree and number of boosted trees 
are two important parameters. Choosing the best shrinkage rate is important to prevent over fitting the predictions. 
According to Friedman [10], empirical studies have shown that shrinkage rate of 0.1 or less usually lead to better 
models. In addition, Friedman [10] suggested that for small data sets (n=500), the shrinkage rate can be set as 0.005 
and for the larger ones (n=5000) it can be set to 0.05. Therefore, regarding to our data, the shrinkage rate of 0.05 was 
used in our study. The number of boosted trees is effective to have unbiased results, so to find the optimal tree, initial 
300 additive terms trees were set as the number of simple regression trees to be computed in successive boosting steps. 
For applying the bootstrap training learning, we examined different sub samples proportions as 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 
percent of training samples. The stopping parameters control the complexity of the individual trees that will be built at 
each consecutive boosting step. These parameters were including minimum one in child node, which control the 
smallest permissible number in a child node, for a split to be applied, and maximum four nodes (i.e. one root node and 
three child nodes) in each tree, which will split (Table 2). 
 
Table 2: The BRT and RF model option implementation and stopping parameters 
Method Data Learning rate Sub sample Number additive terms Min n in child nodeMax n in child node
TM & ALS 0.05 0.50-0.9 300 1 4 
ALS 0.05 0.50-0.9 300 1 4 BRT 
TM 0.05 0.50-0.9 300 1 4 
Data N predictors Sub sample Number of initial trees Min n child node Max n of node 
TM & ALS 6 0.50-0.9 400 1 200 
ALS 6 0.50-0.9 400 1 200 
RF 
TM 5 0.50-0.9 400 1 200 
 
In RF implementation, due to insufficient knowledge and experiments, we examined different condition of RF options 
trough importing different model parameters. For determination of optimal trees number, 400 initial trees were used to 
produce a graph, which is showing the average squared error rates against each number of trees for training and test 
samples. By interpretation on the graph, the optimal trees are found based on stability of errors in a given tree number. 
Then, the random forest implementation was again repeated using this optimal tree number. For bootstrap training 
learning, different sub samples proportions as 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 percent were examined in a bagging bootstrapping 
sampling. One of the main parameters which should be determine in RF, is k predictor (independent variables) in each 
node for predicting dependent values (response). The response of each tree depends on a set of predictor values, which 
is independently chosen with replacement and with the same distribution for all trees in the forest, which is a subset of 
the predictor values of the original data set [37]. The simplest choosing way k is calculation of root square of total 
independent variables (k ≤ √m, m is number of input variables). The best parameters were selected regarding to 
assessment of their results using RMSe and bias on the unused test samples to evaluate model validity. We also used 
default rates of stopping parameters and conditions, which stop processes of growing the trees when it reached to 
given stopping conditions (Table 2). 
The validity of performances examined using regression diagnostics metrics of root mean square error (RMSe), 
relative RMSe, bias and relative bias using the validation and unused samples.  
 
                                                                 (1)                                                                (3) 
 
                                                                 (2)                                                                 (4)    
 
Where est is estimations and obs is observation values and m is number of validation samples 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The goals of this study were comparison of two of decision tree-based regression model i.e. RF and BRT for volume 
imputation and comparison of using ALS and TM data as combined and single data forms. The good and high 
performance of decision tree based regression models and their implementations are depending on suitable 
determination of tree model options such as the number of trees, sub sample proportions and the number of predictors 
in each node for producing good response and stopping parameters like minimum and maximum n of node in each 
tree. Regulating these parameters in the decision tree models can be play significant rule. In the BRT implementations 
to regulate best model in terms of sub samples of training data in a bagging bootstrapping sampling, the 70 percent sub 
samples proportion for training and 30 percent for test could produce lower RMSe compare to other proportions. 
However, in RF performance, the proportions were 60 and 40 percent for training and test. 
Briefed results of implementations using two algorithms and data sources are given in the table 3. Based on results, 
implementation of BRT had the slightly (about 2 percent) more accurate estimation in terms of RMSe compare to RF. 
This superiority is due to the BRT combine strengths of two algorithms including regression trees, models that relate a 
response to their predictors by recursive binary splits and boosting, an adaptive method for combining many simple 
models to give improved predictive performance [7]. Although the RF and BRT are similar in using regression trees to 
estimate a dependent variable and averaging them as final prediction, but using a number of boosting  iterations 
(subset selection) and adaptive method and regularization of linear models as shrinkage rate to fit many models in 
BRT can be superior it compare to RF. Both shrinkage rate and boosting iterations control prediction risk on the 
training data, model complexity and avoid over fitting trough selecting the optimal tree, number of iterations and 
regularization of model in which things doesn't find in the RF algorithm. Selection the optimal trees that optimize the 
predictions in each tree and reduce the estimate errors is the first step in performance of decision tree models. Table 3 
also shows the different optimal trees for different data sources and algorithm performances with mentioned model 
options and stopping parameters in table 2.  
 
Table 3: Results of RF and BRT performances using ALS and TM data as separately and combined  
 Data source Optimal tree RMSe RMSe % Bias (m³hˉ¹) Bias % 
TM & ALS 199 169.67 40.60 -1.09 -0.26 
ALS 54 178.70 42.76 -9.94 -2.43 BRT 
TM 102 220.72 52.82 5.85 1.38 
TM & ALS 400 179.39 42.93 6.81 1.60 
ALS 400 186.68 44.67 -8.82 -2.16 RF 
TM 400 212.40 50.83 0.05 0.01 
 
As it is given in the table 3, the RF and BRT performances using combined 63 variables from height and intensity 
statistics metrics variables derived from ALS data and spectral variables of TM could estimate the volume/ha with 
lower relative RMSe compare to only using TM data (about 12 percent lower for BRT and about 8 percent for RF). In 
all estimations, the Bias and relative Bias were acceptable. Our result is also showing that 2D optical TM data had the 
lowest RMSe compared with combined and individually used 3D various metrics derived from ALS data in both RF 
and BRT implementations. This result emphasize on the integration of lidar and optical remote sensing data to 
improve the estimations, because of the volume is a 3D dimension variable. The optical data is often preparing the 2D 
characteristics of tree species composition and therefore for accurate estimation; we need the third dimension 
information of trees i.e. heights of trees that can be find in the ALS data. In these studies, it is also noted there is a 
need for multi-sensor integration due to the fact that single satellite sensor is specifically not suited for the estimation 
and mapping of forest characteristics [24]. This study concluded that BRT models could be more useful in forest 
attribute imputations compare to RF. In addition, for accurate estimation of 3D based structure attributes such as 
volume, using height information like ALS data in conjunction with other optical remote sensing data would lead to 
produce accurate estimations. 
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